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ABSTRACT
Latin hypercube designs (LHD) are widely used as space-filling designs in the field of computer experiments. Most of the
available methods of construction of good space-filling LHDs in literature are based on computer algorithms. In this article,
we propose a general construction method of LHDs with two factors which possess good space-filling property for small
number of runs.
Keywords: Computer experiments, Latin hypercube designs, Space filling.

are very useful in this particular situations. A Latin
hypercube [A=( aij )] of n runs and k factors or
dimension is represented by an n × k matrix, where each
column is a uniform permutation of n equally spaced
levels like {1, 2, 3, …, n} and all the columns are
obtained independently.

1. Introduction
Now a days, computer experiments are becoming
increasingly surrogates for many physical experiments
(Santner et al. 2003; Fang et al. 2006). In many scientific
and engineering research investigations, physical
experimentation is often very expensive and quite time
consuming. Instead of physically conducting an
experiment, the main approach in computer experiments
is to describe a physical system by some mathematical
models and then assess the performance of the
experiments using some engineering/physics laws and
solve on computers through numerical methods.
Because of the deterministic models are used for
experiments, the output of a computer experiment is
not subject to random variations, which is quite different
from physical experiments (see Sacks et al. 1989). For
example, randomization is not needed in computer
experiments. In fact, it is desirable to avoid replicates,
since it may create redundancy of data. While projecting
the design on to a subset of factors replication may not
require, because a few out of the many factors in the
system usually dominate the performance of the product
(known as effect sparsity principle). Thus using only
these few important factors, a good model can be fitted.
Different physical experiments involves different
mathematical models and the true relationship between
the input variables and the response variables is
unknown and in most of the cases, very complicated.
Various statistical models can be built using different
techniques. Before data are collected, in most of the
cases, little a priori knowledge may be available about
underlying appropriate model. So the designs for
computer experiments should provide diverse modelling
methods. For this purpose, a space-filling design is the
best choice in computer experiments.

Several researchers have contributed towards
obtaining methods of construction of LHDs which
provides designs with good space-filling property. Tang
(1993) used orthogonal array (OA) for construction of
LHD and proved that when used for integration, a
sampling scheme with OA-based LHDs are more
efficient than Latin hypercube sampling. Tang (1994)
obtained a method of construction of maximin LHDs.
Morris and Mitchell (1995) developed an algorithm to
find LHDs which provide good space filling in terms of
entropy and maximin distance criteria. Ye et al. (2000)
proposed an algorithm to find symmetric LHDs by using
exchange algorithm. Jin et al. (2005) developed an
algorithm to find optimal LHDs by using Enhanced
Stochastic Evolutionary (ESE) with respect to maximin
distance criterion, entropy criterion (Shannon (1948))
and central L2 discrepancy criterion (Hickernell, 1998),
etc. Liefvendahl and Stocki (2005) compared the
efficiency between columnwise-pairwise (CP) algorithm
and genetic algorithm and concluded that columnwisepairwise algorithm is preferred for small Latin
hypercube over genetic algorithm where genetic
algorithm is preferred over columnwise-pairwise in case
of large LHDs. Dam et al. (2007) obtained maximin
LHDs for run size 70. Viana et al. (2010) developed
an algorithm based on Transitional Propagation to find
optimal LHD with respect to minimization of Φp
criterion (Morris and Mitchell, 1995), i.e., a criterion
based on minimization of maximum distance between
design points and compared with existing algorithms
such as random search, genetic algorithm, enhanced

Latin Hypercube Designs (LHD) introduced by
McKay et al. (1979) with good space-filling property,
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Construction of LHD with two factors
Step 1: Construct a matrix (A) of order r × 2 for n =
2r number of runs with elements as 1, 2, …, 2r. That is,

stochastic evolutionary algorithm and concluded that
the Φp criterion value tends to decrease as the dimension
of LHD increases. Zhu et al. (2011) obtained an
algorithm for finding maximin LHD using successive
local enumeration and compared the algorithm based
on successive local enumeration with the existing
algorithm such as lhs design function of MATLAB,
binary coded genetic algorithm, permutation coded
genetic algorithm and translation propagation algorithm
and concluded that the algorithm proposed by them
using successive local enumeration provides designs
with better space-filling property as well as good
projective property as compared to other algorithms.
Pan et al. (2014) developed Translational Propagation
and Successive Local Enumeration algorithm (TPSLE)
to find optimal or near optimal LHD by combing two
existing algorithms viz. (i) translational propagation
algorithm of Viana et al., 2010 and (ii) successive local
enumeration algorithm of Zhu et al., 2011 and showed
that TPSLE is more efficient with respect to
computational time, space-filling and projective
property of the design obtained. LHDs with good spacefilling properties can also be obtained using JMP version
10. JMP gives discrepancy criteria values for a
generated LHD.

Step 2: Interchange the elements of the matrix for
even numbered rows, i.e., if the elements of an even
numbered row are (a, b) then change it to (b, a). Rewrite
the matrix as matrix (A1) after interchange.
Step 3: Construct another matrix (B) of order
(r – 2) ×2 as shown below.

Above review reveals that most of the methods for
obtaining LHDs for good space-filling are mainly
based on algorithms. The main problems of algorithms
are, it is useful to those user who are mainly familiar
with it and sometimes algorithms may be very time
consuming. So, definitely there is always a need of
general method of construction for LHDs which
provides good space-filling values. In this article, we
propose a method of construction of LHDs for two
factors which can provide solution for any numbers of
runs. We also compared property of space-filling
values of LHDs proposed method with method given
by Dam et al. (2007) and Latin hypercube obtained
from JMP 10 software.

Step 4: Augment the matrix B in Step 3 with two
rows, one in first position and another in last position.
Elements of the first row are as (1, 3) and for last row
are (n – 2, n). The new matrix obtained after augmenting
matrix B with two rows is named as C and is given as

Step 5: Now rearrange the elements of C by
replacing element of 2nd column by 1st column and vice-

2. Methods of construction

versa of that particular row i.e.

for all odd

In this Section, two methods are proposed for
construction of LHDs for two factors. First method is
for constructing LHDs with even number of runs and
the second method is for odd number of runs. We will
describe two methods step by step.

numbered rows. Rewrite the matrix (C) as matrix (C1)
after alteration.
Step 6: A Latin hyper cube (D) can be obtained by
vertically joining these two matrices A1 and C1 resulted
from Step 2 and Step 5, respectively. That is,

2.1
Method of construction for even number
of runs
Let runs be n = 2r. Following steps would give a
Latin hypercube for two factors in even runs.
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Example 2.1: Consider an example of 10 runs and
2 factors. Here r = 5. As described above in step 1,
matrix (A) is constructed of order 5×2. In step 2, it is
updated by construction of matrix (A1) after interchange
of elements for all even numbered rows. A new matrix
(B) of order 3×2 has been constructed in step 3. Matrix

Steps:

I (A)

II (A1)

(C) is constructed after augmentation of the matrix B
in step 3 with two rows, one in first position (1, 3) and
another in last position (8, 10). In step 5 matrix (C1) is
constructed after alteration of elements for all odd
numbered rows. The Latin hypercube is then obtained
using Step 6. These steps are given as below:

III (B)

IV (C)

V (C1)

VI

2.2 Method of construction for two factors and odd
number of runs
This method utilizes the specific pattern of treatment
arrangement in a standard Latin square. The steps of
construction are as given below.
Step 1: Denote the levels of runs alphabetically in
natural order by considering standard form of Latin
square.
Step 2: From ith row select

Using step 2 alphabet selection should be done in
some specific pattern as given bellow.

alphabets

where n is the number of rows present in a Latin square.

Selected row (ith)

Step 3: Latin hypercube can be obtained by writing
row and column number of selected alphabet for a given
row. As the geometric position of alphabets in Latin
square is two dimensional, therefore, this arrangement
produces a Latin hypercube in two factors.

[(n + 1) – i]th

Example 2.2: Consider constructing a Latin
hypercube of 5 runs and two factors. From step 1, a
5×5 Latin square should be taken where all the levels
of runs are assigned like (A, B, C, D, and E). A 5×5
Latin square in standard form is
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Construction of LHD with two factors
and Owen (1996) modified it to more simplified and
analytical form for obtaining maximum entropy LHD

From Latin Square in step 1, in step 3
alphabets should be selected from each row as
enlisted bellow

(Dn×k) by minimizing following expression
where R=

,

is the correlation matrix with

(3.1)

i, j
n
where sij and tjl are two design points 1
and 1
q
2, k is number of columns, θ is a constant
and σ2 is generally assumed to be 1. We use q = 1 for
computation of entropy values.
Finally the Latin hypercube is obtained from Step 3
Morris and Mitchell (1995) introduced the concept
of maximin distance criterion by maximizing the
minimum intrinsic distances between design points i.e.

for 5 runs and 2 factors and it is given as

for all i ≠ j, where Xi and Xj are

max min
th

th

corresponding i and j run of a LHD for finding optimal
LHDs with good space filling properties. Computational
form of Φp value is given below.

Φp
This method can easily be applied to find a Latin
hypercube for any odd numbers of runs with two factors.

where J be the index i.e. (J1, J2,…, JS) is the number of
time (δ1, δ2,… ,δS) distances occur and s
,p

3. Space Filling Criteria and Comparison of spacefilling values

being any integer. We use, p = 15 (following Joseph
and Hung, 2008) for computation Φp Criterion.
This criterion was introduced by Hickernell (1998)
which measures the difference between empirical
cumulative distribution function of a design and the
uniform cumulative distribution function. Optimal LHD
can be obtained by minimizing the following
mathematical form

For comparison purpose, we study three space-filling
criteria namely entropy criterion,

(3.2)

criterion and

central L 2 discrepancy criterion. Shannon (1948)
introduced entropy criterion as a measure of ‘amount
of information’ available from a design. Later Koehler

(3.3)
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where dij are design points, k be the number of factors
and n is the number of runs in a LHD.

method (denoted as PM) has been compared with LHDs
available at http://www.spacefillingdesigns.nl by Dam
et al. (2007) (denoted as DM) and LHDs obtained from
JMP 10 software (denoted as JMP). The results are
presented in Table 1.

The minimum of all these three criteria values
ensures good space-filling LHDs. The property of spacefilling values of LHDs for two factors from proposed
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For run size 3 with two factors LHDs from the
proposed method has better space-filling than LHDs of
Dam et al. (2007) and as efficient as those given by
JMP. For run sizes 4 and 5 with two factors, proposed
method is as efficient as other two. So it can be said
that the proposed method is providing good LHDs in
case of small number of runs. For medium run sizes,
Latin hypercubes obtained from the proposed method
shows slightly more space-filling values in comparison
to other two but they do provide reasonable good space
filling. It is also interesting to note here that the LHD
for 4 runs obtainable from all the three methods of
construction (including the proposed method) is
orthogonal. Further for LHDs with odd number of runs
obtainable from the proposed method of construction,
the value of performance measure of correlation
proposed by Owen(1994) is fixed as 0.5 irrespective of
number of runs and also provides good space filling.
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LHDs with good space filling properties are very rare.
In this paper, two methods of construction of LHDs with
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proposed methods has same space filling values for
different space filling criteria as LHDs from JMP 10
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factor in any number of runs.
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